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Abstract – As new networking paradigms emerge for different networking applications, e.g., cyber‑physical systems, and
different services are handled under a converged data link technology, e.g., Ethernet, certain applicationswithmission critical
traf ic cannot coexist on the same physical networking infrastructure using traditional Ethernet packet‑switched networking
protocols. The IEEE 802.1Q Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) Task Group is developing protocol standards to provide de‑
terministic properties, i.e., eliminates non‑deterministic delays, on Ethernet based packet‑switched networks. In particular,
the IEEE 802.1Qcc, centralized management and control, and the IEEE 802.1Qbv, Time‑Aware Shaper (TAS), can be used to
manage and control Scheduled Traf ic (ST) streams with periodic properties along with Best‑Effort (BE) traf ic on the same
network infrastructure. We investigate the effects of using the IEEE 802.1Qcc management protocol to accurately and pre‑
cisely con igure TAS enabled switches (with transmission windows governed by Gate Control Lists (GCLs) with Gate Control
Entries (GCEs)) ensuring ultra‑low bounded latency, zero packet loss, and minimal jitter for ST TSN traf ic. We examine both
a centralized network/distributed user model (hybrid model) and a fully‑distributed (decentralized) 802.1Qcc model on a
typical industrial control network with the goal of maximizing the number of ST streams.

Keywords – Cyber‑physical systems, low‑latency traf ic, protocol adaptation, recon iguration, Time SensitiveNetworking
(TSN).

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
IEEE 802.1 Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) provides a
standardized framework of tools for providing determin‑
istic Ultra‑Low Latency (ULL), e.g., for industrial control
applications, automotive networking, smart grid applica‑
tions, and avionics communication systems [11, 22, 30,
34, 57, 63, 88]. In particular, the IEEE 802.1Qbv Time
Aware Shaper (TAS) has received extensive attention as
a key tool for achieving a deterministic ULL network ser‑
vice. The TAS operation requires careful planning of the
synchronized time cycles [79, 85, 91] and the gate times
that are allocated to the Scheduled Traf ic (ST) and the
unscheduled Best‑Effort traf ic (BE). The TAS parameter
settings specifying the timing characteristics (cycle time,
gate slot allocations) are also commonly referred to as the
Qbv schedule or the TAS schedule. For a given static net‑
working scenario, the TAS operation with a properly con‑
iguredQbv schedule can ensure thedeterministicULL re‑
quired by demanding industrial and automotive applica‑
tions [8,27,40,59,62,77,84] 1.
Modern network scenarios often involve dynamic
changes with varied use cases, such as changes in the
network nodes and network topology, or the traf ic
pattern. For instance, nodes or links may be dynamically
1A preliminary abridged version of this study appeared in the IEEE
Globecom2019workshoppaper [60]. This journal article substantially
extends the prior workshop paper, as explained in Section 1.2.

added or removed. Or, nodes may inject additional
traf ic lows or traf ic lows may terminate, or the latency
requirements of lows may change dynamically. Such
dynamic changes have been included in the use cases
de ined by the IEC/IEEE 802.1 TSN TG [10, 89]. In a
typical industrial environment, sensors that periodically
or sometimes sporadically send ambient measurements
to a local gateway require certain Quality of Service
(QoS) guarantees [6, 16, 31,42,64]. In such a volatile and
dynamic environment, new machinery that requires pri‑
oritized execution (e.g., emergency cooling procedures
or maintenance tasks for network traf ic tests) may be
brought onto the factory loor. To deal with such sce‑
narios, the Time‑Aware Shaper (TAS) Gate Control Lists
(GCLs) in coordination with the Network Management
Entities (NMEs), e.g., Centralized Network Con iguration
(CNC), have to adapt to changing environment conditions
by judiciously applying recon iguration such that stream
deadlines and QoS are satis ied.
Generally, in such dynamic networking scenarios, apply‑
ing only admission control will clearly guarantee (in ac‑
cordance with a traf ic shaper) the QoS metrics of the ad‑
mitted lows. However, for a given static network con ig‑
uration, the total number of admissible streams may be
well below the number of streams that seek network ser‑
vice. Therefore, adding a dynamic recon iguration strat‑
egy to manage and con igure the network appears to be
a plausible and attractive solution that intuitively should
lower capital and operational expenditures as it mitigates
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the over‑provisioning of network resources. The general
idea for such an allocation scheme is to control network
access in a timely and orderly fashion such that a maxi‑
mum number of streams can be effectively serviced.
Our objective therefore is to maximize the number of ad‑
mitted lows (i.e., tasks or streams) in such a dynami‑
cally changing and volatile environment whilst keeping
the TSN QoS metric guarantees. In this paper, we fo‑
cus on the IEEE 802.1Qbv [2] enhancements and design
a recon iguration framework taking inspiration from the
IEEE 802.1Qcc [3] standards for managing, con iguring,
and recon iguring a TSN network.
In IEEE 802.1Qbv, a TAS time slot (corresponding to a
GCE and also referred to as slot time) is de ined as the
portion of the cycle time (CT, which corresponds to the
GCL); TAS time slots are allocated to high‑priority ST traf‑
ic. In ourmodel, the switch/controller computes the TAS
time slot for all admitted streams as follows. Essentially,
as streams get registered, we keep track of the available
remaining capacity, which we set initially to the maxi‑
mum available capacity on each egress port until the load
(which depends on the ST slot size and the cycle time
is negative, i.e., oversubscribed link). Such a link over‑
subscription invokes a procedure call that increases the
slot time (by a step size of 1%, or more ine‑grained in‑
crements) until the remaining load is positive. This pro‑
cedure is iteratively called until all registered streams and
the new stream are appropriately registered with a suf i‑
cient ST slot time to transmit all frames during a single
appropriately sized CT.
Our proposed TAS con iguration/recon iguration is de‑
signed for the centralized (hybrid)model and for the fully‑
distributed con iguration model. In the “hybrid” model,
the CNC is utilized for con iguration exchanges and net‑
work side management, as explained in more detail in
Section 3. In the distributed approach, the GCE slot pa‑
rameters are con igured in a distributed manner by the
switches as per the distributed algorithm/procedure ex‑
plained in Section 4. For brevity we refer to the central‑
ized network/distributed usermodel (hybridmodel) also
as the centralized model or the centralized topology. We
refer to the fully‑distributed (decentralized) model also
as the decentralized model or the decentralized topology.

1.2 Related work
We irst note that general performance evaluation strate‑
gies for TAS have been explored in [39,50,73] and we fol‑
low these strategies in our study. Raagaard et al. [51, 76]
have presented a heuristic scheduling algorithm that re‑
con igures TAS switches according to runtime network
conditions. Feasible schedules are computed and for‑
warded using a con iguration agent (composed of a Cen‑
tralized User Con iguration (CUC) and Centralized Net‑
work Con iguration (CNC)). Raagaard et al’s model places
emphasis on the schedule computation complexity for ap‑
pearing anddisappearing synthetic lows in a fog comput‑
ing platform. Complementary to this approach, we de‑

velop comprehensive centralized and distributed recon‑
iguration frameworks based on irm bandwidth compu‑
tation strategies that execute at run‑time. Further, we
conduct a comprehensive performance evaluation of our
two frameworks considering common packet low QoS
metrics for both high‑priority ST and low‑priority BE traf‑
ic.
The proposed approach by Nayak et al. [67] exploits the
logical centralizationparadigmof SDNwith real‑time traf‑
ic to achieve optimal scheduling and routing. Integer Lin‑
ear Programming (ILP) formulations were used to solve
the combined problem of routing and scheduling time
triggered traf ic. Two main proposals for routing are
given, namely 𝑖) scheduling and path‑sets routing, and 𝑖𝑖)
scheduling and ixed‑path routing whereby the ILP for‑
mulations are used to ind near optimal low to time‑slot
allocations. However, the ILP does not scale well with the
number of lows, does not provide schedules at runtime
speeds, and does notworkwell with dynamic low con ig‑
uration (or recon iguration). To enhance the architecture
proposed by Nayak et al. [67], an augmentation is pro‑
posed in [68] that incrementally adds time sensitive lows
to the schedulermaking the proposed approach recon ig‑
uration capable. Additionally, Nayak et al. [65,66] provide
an analysis and evaluation to the problem of low‑span
and routing protocol (Equal Cost Multi‑Path, and Shorted
Path) on transmission scheduling. Further routing re ine‑
ments have been studied in [9,48,49,66,72].
Focusing on in‑vehicular networks, Hackel et al. [38] have
proposed a SDN based TSN framework that performs
recon iguration using the Stream Reservation Protocol
(SRP) as a means to register and allocate resources for
TSN streams. The TSN with SDN is evaluated with two
TSN switches and two clients (a sources and sink). In
contrast, we provide extensive evaluation for larger net‑
work topologies and sources. Using OpenFlow and open‑
PowerLink, Herlich et al. [41] have provided a proof‑of‑
conceptmodel that highlights the advantages of TSNwith
SDN and real‑time Ethernet protocol. While the model
shows promising advantages in theory, only a coarse‑
grained evaluation was presented that, in contrast to our
evaluation, does not examine stream admission rates and
TSN QoS. Focusing on remote monitoring and telemetry,
Kobzan et al. [46] have presented a solution concept and
implementation of an SDN based TSN architecture using
IEEE 802.1Qcc. However, the concept is provided with‑
out any empirical evaluation. To the best of our knowl‑
edge, there are no prior detailed studies on a luctuating
volatile source or a dynamic stream resource allocation
and admission control policy in conjunction with a net‑
work recon iguration policy being executed while lows
are carried in a TAS time scheduled network. We provide
a comprehensive design and evaluation of an SDN based
TSN model that bases the speci ication on the standard‑
ization given by the IEEE 802.1Q standard.
Vlk et al. [87] have proposed a simple hardware enhance‑
ment of a switch along with a relaxed scheduling con‑
straint that increases schedulability and throughput of
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the time‑triggered traf ic but maintains the deterministic
nature and timeliness guarantees in a TSN network. Sev‑
eral related scheduling re inements that are orthogonal
to the recon iguration studied in this article have been ex‑
amined in [26,40,43,53,74,93]. Wenote for completeness
that multicast for TSN has been studied in [80, 92], while
our focus is on unicast traf ic.
This article extends the prior conference paper [60],
which provided a brief preliminary overview of the de‑
centralized and centralized recon iguration models, but
did not provide the speci ic operational details, nor de‑
tailed performance evaluations. This present journal ar‑
ticle provides the full operational details as well as com‑
prehensive performance evaluations.

1.3 Contributions
We comprehensively evaluate the performance of TAS for
recon igurations in the hybrid and fully distributed mod‑
elswith respect to network deployment parameters, such
as the time period for the Gate Control List (GCL) to re‑
peat (whereby the duration of one GCL repetition corre‑
sponds to the CT), the gating ratio proportion, i.e., Gate
Control Entry (GCE) proportion, to control the delay per‑
ceived at the receiving end, the signaling impact on ST and
BE classes, and the packet loss rate experienced at the re‑
ceiving end. In particular, we make the following contri‑
butions:

i) We design a CNC interface for a TSN network to glob‑
ally manage and con igure TSN streams, including
admission control and resource reservation.

ii) We integrate the CNC in the control plane with TAS
in the data plane to centrally manage and shape traf‑
ic using the CNC as the central processing entity for
low schedules as more lows are added.

iii) We modify and test the model to operate in a dis‑
tributed fashion, i.e., the signaling is conducted in‑
band and the control plane processing is conducted
at the individual distributed switches.

iv) We evaluate each design approach for a range of
numbers of streams with different TAS parameters.
We show results for admission ratios, network sig‑
naling overhead, and QoS metrics.

1.4 Organization
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
background information and an overview of relatedwork
on the 802.1 TSN standardization, focusing on the en‑
hancements to ST as well as centralizedmanagement and
con iguration. Section 3 shows the complete top‑down
design of the CNC (hybrid model) and the main com‑
ponents that achieve ultra‑low latencies and guaranteed
QoS for a multitude of ST streams. Similarly, Section 4
shows the approach used in implementing the decentral‑
ized (fully distributed) TAS recon iguration model. The

simulation setup aswell asmain parameters and assump‑
tions are given in Section 5 and results are presented in
Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. Finally conclusions and fu‑
ture work are outlined in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND: IEEE 802.1 TIME SENSI‑
TIVE NETWORKING

2.1 IEEE 802.1Qbv: Time Aware Shaper (TAS)
TAS’smain operation is to schedule critical traf ic streams
in reserved time‑triggered windows. In order to pre‑
vent lower priority traf ic, e.g., BE traf ic, from interfering
with the ST transmissions, ST windows are preceded by
a so‑called guard band. TAS is applicable for Ultra‑Low
Latency (ULL) requirements but needs to have all time‑
triggered windows synchronized, i.e., all bridges from
sender to receiver must be synchronized in time [79,85].
TAS utilizes a gate driver mechanism that opens/closes
according to a known and agreed upon time schedule for
each port in a bridge. In particular, the Gate Control List
(GCL) represents Gate Control Entries (GCEs), i.e., a se‑
quence of on and off time periods that represent whether
a queue is eligible to transmit or not.
The frames of a given egress queue are eligible for trans‑
mission according to the GCL, which is synchronized in
time through the 802.1AS time reference. Frames are
transmitted according to the GCL/GCE and transmission
selection decisions. Each individual software queue has
its own transmission selection algorithm, e.g., strict prior‑
ity queuing. Whereby, a software queue is the queue be‑
fore the NIC hardware queue takes ownership of the cur‑
rently forwarded frame in an 802.1 switch. Overall, the
IEEE 802.1Qbv transmission selection transmits a frame
from a given queue with an open gate if: (𝑖) The queue
contains a frame ready for transmission, (𝑖𝑖) higher pri‑
ority traf ic class queues with an open gate do not have
a frame to transmit, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) the frame transmission can
be completed before the gate closes for the given queue.
Note that these transmission selection conditions ensure
that low‑priority traf ic is allowed to start transmission
only if the transmission will be completed by the start of
the ST window for high‑priority traf ic. Thus, this trans‑
mission selection effectively enforces a “guard band” to
prevent low‑priority traf ic from interfering with high‑
priority traf ic [30].

2.2 IEEE 802.1Qcc: centralized management
and con iguration

IEEE 802.1Qcc [3] provides a set of tools to globally man‑
age and control the network. In particular, IEEE 802.1Qcc
enhances the existing Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP)
with a User Network Interface (UNI) which is supple‑
mented by a Centralized Network Con iguration (CNC)
node. The UNI provides a common method of requesting
layer 2 services. Furthermore, the CNC interacts with the
switch UNI to provide a centralized means for perform‑
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ing resource reservation, scheduling, and other types of
con iguration via a remote management protocol, such
as NETCONF [25] or RESTCONF [12]; hence, 802.1Qcc is
compatiblewith the IETF YANG/NETCONF datamodeling
language.
The IEEE 802.1Qcc standard speci ies three models for
con iguring the Time‑Aware Shaper (TAS) gating sched‑
ules (GCL/GCE timing): a fully‑centralized model, a cen‑
tralized network/distributed user model (hybrid model),
and a fully‑distributed con iguration model. The central‑
ized model greatly eases control and con iguration mes‑
sages sent across the network and can precisely con igure
TAS schedules due to having the complete knowledge of
the network and the full capabilities of each bridge. How‑
ever the centralized model suffers from common disad‑
vantages, such as a single‑point of failure, relatively large
capital/operational (CapEx/OpEx) expenditures (as the
centralized control may be super luous in a small‑scale
network [15]), and adding unnecessary complexity to a
small‑scale network.
Compared to the centralized network/distributed user
model (hybrid model), the fully centralized model does
not add any bene its for the recon iguration approach
towards enhancing the resource allocation and QoS nor
does it allow better deterministic forwarding. The main
usage for the CUC is to take into account the application’s
complex timing and computation requirements for indus‑
trial applications which is out of scope for our evaluation.
Rather, our focus is on the recon iguration for proper re‑
source allocation. Therefore, we focus on the centralized
network/distributed user model (hybrid model) form of
the centralized model in this study.
A fully‑distributed con iguration model (e.g., SRP over
MRP or RAP over LRP) may be attractive for some net‑
works. The fully‑distributed con iguration model avoids
the added complexity and single point of failure of a cen‑
tralized management entity. Moreover, Chen et al. [15]
have argued that the centralized con iguration models
can be an over‑design for real‑time applications with re‑
laxed latency requirements (order of magnitude of mil‑
liseconds). Chen et al. have also argued that the dis‑
tributed model is more scalable. (However, studies of the
fully distributed model with RAP over LRP targeted typi‑
cally applications with relatively relaxed latency require‑
ments.)
In the absence of a Centralized Network Con iguration
(CNC) node, the TSN Task Group (TG) speci ies the IEEE
802.1CS (Link‑Local Registration Protocol, LRP) [29]
standard for registration and distribution of application
con iguration parameters over point‑to‑point links tar‑
geting newly published TSN features. A legacy protocol,
such as the Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP) [1] which
is primarily used for Audio‑Video Bridging (AVB) applica‑
tions, is intended to serve as the main resource reserva‑
tion and admission control protocol. However, extending
and porting the SRP to be utilized for bridges that support
TAS will not suf ice since bandwidth reservation cannot
directly apply TAS’s time slot reservation natively. There‑

fore, the Resource Allocation Protocol, IEEE 802.1Qdd
(RAP) [15], has been proposed to apply a distributed re‑
source reservation that can exchange TSN features.

3. HYBRID MODEL DESIGN AND FRAME‑
WORK CONSIDERATIONS

This section presents our design methodology and
main signaling framework for the centralized net‑
work/distributed user model (hybrid model). Our main
goals behind designing the CNC are given by the following
constraints. Additionally, the CNC can be logically or
physically connected to the data plane with in‑band or
out‑of‑band management links. With in‑band commu‑
nication under the hybrid model, only one switch is
physically connected to the CNC; thus, signaling packets
between the switches and CNC affect data traf ic similar
to the distributed approach, but the CNC still functions
as the centralized con iguration. For the hybrid model
evaluations in this study, we consider out‑of‑band com‑
munication, i.e., all switches are physically attached to
the CNC.
1. Our focus ismainly on streambasednetwork adapta‑

tion. By this technique, luctuating streams (already
registered streams and new incoming streams) and
their requirements can be accommodated by the net‑
work dynamically based on a single remote proce‑
dure call to the CNC.

2. We identify and execute low requirements by pop‑
ulating the registration table. The control plane re‑
source orchestration is purely carried out by moni‑
toring existing lows which have been satis ied.

3. We conduct resource allocation based on the stream
network resource utilization.

Our main assumption to accurately apply admission
control and, consequently, recon iguration, is that each
source must de ine a low in terms of total resources
needed (governed by the bandwidth requirements) and
the total time needed for the resource to be used (which
in our traf ic model is termed the resource utilization
time). Essentially, the CNC uses this information (which
is tagged in the Ethernet frame header) to determine
whether a stream ( low) is admitted or rejected.

3.1 Core components
Our design is split into two layers, Control Plane and Data
Plane, following the decoupling SDN paradigm, thereby
inheriting the bene its of the orthogonality of the two
planes, as shown in Fig. 1.

3.1.1 Con iguration module
The con iguration module is the main component that
interacts with the registered lows and network com‑
ponents. It includes the global stream registration ta‑
ble which records all approved streams transmitting in
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Fig. 1 –NetworkManagement Entity Framework for TSNSwitches: Cen‑
tralized Network Con iguration (CNC) is used to send and receive Con‑
trol Data Traf ic (CDT), which we de ine as the signaling traf ic, e.g., the
UNI information to and from the CNC and switches/sources or LLDPdis‑
covery packets, to con igure routing segments and network resources.
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Fig. 2 – Centralized Model Example: Source 1 sends a CDT stream re‑
quest to its gateway. The gateway forwards it to its governing CNC. The
CNC decides if the stream will be serviced according to the source UNI.
All switches in the explicit path for the stream are noti ied if the stream
is accepted. Otherwise, the gateway is alerted of the rejection. Lastly,
the gateway forwards it back to the source which prompts the source to
start sending data ST traf ic in the next available cycle (if approved).

the network (i.e., currently utilizing network resources
(bandwidth)), and the admission control element that en‑
capsulates and decapsulates CDT headers and forwards
the information to the necessary module/element.

Global stream registration table The source streams
(devices/users)make a Remote Procedural Call (RPC) via
the stream registration interface for providing informa‑
tion that can be mapped as a unique tuple structure iden‑
ti ication < 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝐼𝐷, 𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝐺𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑦 >. Upon receiving
the registrationpacket, i.e., Control DataTraf ic (CDT), the
CNC determineswhether the new stream can be accepted
in its stream table. To guarantee the QoS for all registered
streams, admission control principles are applied to all
streams according to the stream’s path, required network
resources, and available resources. Fig. 2 shows an exam‑

ple where the source sends a CDT stream request to the
gateway switch, which is then forwarded to the CNC for
admission control and resource reservation.

Admission Control The admission control element is
the irst element that the new streams interacts with. The
admission control element in the con iguration module
globally manages all streams transmitting in the TSN do‑
main governed by the CNC. The admission control ele‑
ment extracts the necessary information from the CDT
packet and forwards the information according to theCDT
type. The CNC applies several steps to decide whether to
accept or reject the stream transmission request.

1. The CNC checks the destination address(es) of the
stream and consults its resource manager module
for network resources available on the new stream’s
path, which is computed based on the path computa‑
tion element within the CNC.

2. According to the bandwidth required for the new
stream (calculated at the bridge gateway for the new
stream as the stream packet rate multiplied by the
packet size and divided by the ST slot time), all links
on the path are checked to see if enough bandwidth
is available for the new stream.

3. In the event that not enough resources are available,
the CNC applies the TAS recon iguration module to
identify the bottleneck link(s) and to check whether
the gating ratio can be increased for that speci ic traf‑
ic class whose current resource utilization will not
exhaust the resources by being added to the TAS slot
reservation.

3.1.2 Recon iguration module
The recon iguration module includes the low scheduling
element (for our network model, the Time‑Aware Shaper
(TAS) is used in the data plane), the recon iguration calcu‑
lus element which optimizes low registration according
to each stream’s total resource utilization and low dead‑
lines, and inally the path computation element which de‑
ines the path for all streams according to the QoS con‑
straint.

Flow scheduling The low scheduling element cur‑
rently takes the Time‑Aware Shaper into consideration.
Due to the TAS’s requirements on time synchronization
between network components (switches, hosts, etc.), the
CNC follows the same principle of scheduling lows ac‑
cording to a known timescale (initially set to be 50 𝜇s in
our network model). The CNC then passes on this time
synchronization information to the TSN enabled switches
within its domain. Any approved streams will transmit
frames according to the time scale speci ied by the low
scheduler in the CNC.
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Recon iguration calculus In addition to centrallyman‑
aging resources and providing admission control policies
to the network, the CNC can invoke the TAS recon igura‑
tion strategy with the goal of borrowing BE time slots for
pending ST traf ic streams. This element consults the re‑
sourcemanagermodule on the bottleneck link and checks
whether the added stream will oversubscribe the link.
The TAS recon iguration incrementally (1% of total CT)
increases the traf ic class slot time and reserves it for the
new stream.

Path computation For large scale and complex
LAN/MAN topologies, it is often required to supple‑
ment streams with equal cost paths in the event of a
path disruption (e.g., link failure, stream saturation,
and explicit congestion). The CNC’s path computation
element is tasked with inding such paths as a fail‑over
approach to avoid any violations to any stream’s QoS.
Presently, our model has a rudimentary application of
path computation, i.e., it is de ined statically for all core
network components (shortest path), since our main
emphasis in this study is on recon iguration based on
stream characteristics as de ined by the source.

3.1.3 Resource manager module
The resource manager module centrally manages all net‑
work resources within the CNC’s domain. It includes the
network resource table that records all streams’ usage of
resources, and the resource allocation scheme element to
whichwedelegate the taskof calculating the requirednet‑
work resources for a given stream according to an alloca‑
tion scheme.

Network resource table To remove certain overheads
on the con iguration module, the network resource table
operates in tandem with the global stream registration
table to accurately determine the required network re‑
sources (mainly bandwidth for our traf ic model). It clas‑
si ies streams based on periodic stream properties. Any
stream that has been approved by the CNC has a record
attached to it in the network resource table.

Resource allocation scheme Several allocation
schemes can be implemented for all traf ic classes de‑
ined in the network. For periodic streams, the time slot
given by the low scheduler (according to the TAS Cycle
Time and number of traf ic classes) and the data rate
de ined by the source is used to calculate the required
bandwidth for each link on the path to the destination
(i.e., sink).

3.1.4 Data plane
The data plane contains all core switches. Any TSN switch
interfaced by the CNC is given a switch ID and has a local
stream registration table. The remaining switch elements
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Request

TSN Switch

Local Stream 
Registration Table

Queuing and 
Forwarding

Traffic Shapers 
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reservation and admission 
control on the egress port 

for the pending stream 
registration

4a) CDT message gets 
rejected due to no 

resources available and TAS 
gating ratio for traffic class 

is capped
4b) CDT message gets accepted at 

each SW on path and a stream 
record is created at each hop

Port ID

Resource 
Manager

3) Control Data Traffic is 
propagated to next switch 

on path

Fig. 3 – A TSN fully distributed con iguration model example illustrat‑
ing the general strategy and logic of each TSN switch with TAS support.
In the absence of a CNC to centrally manage network parameters, each
switch performs admission control and resource reservation (accord‑
ing to the TAS time slot load) and propagates the information to the next
hop on the stream path. A single rejection on one hop terminates the
forwarding of the CDT, and sends another CDT on the reverse path indi‑
cating the stream rejection outcome. If all switches on the path accept
the stream, then the source is noti ied of the streamacceptance outcome
and can begin forwarding in the next TAS cycle. In our model, CDT traf‑
ic has higher priority than non‑CDT traf ic (including ST). The formal
de inition of the CDT traf ic is left for future work.

compose the forwarding and queuing operationwith sev‑
eral traf ic shapers (802.1QbvTAS in our networkmodel).

Local stream registration table This data plane reg‑
istry contains the subset of source streams that are estab‑
lished for the corresponding bridge gateway and attached
sources to each port. The CNC delegates some control to
the bridge gateway to instruct and alert sources of any
new network conditions and explicit changes.

Traf ic shaper — Time‑Aware Shaper (TAS) The TAS
is the main shaping and scheduling mechanism that con‑
trols the gating schedules for all the traf ic classes within
the TSN domain (which is considered to be equivalent
to the CNC domain). All bridges are synchronized to the
same gating schedule GCL Cycle Time (CT) given by the
CNC’s low schedule element (CT indicates the time pe‑
riod for the GCL to repeat).

4. DECENTRALIZED MODEL DESIGN AND
FRAMEWORK CONSIDERATIONS

This section presents our designmethodology and frame‑
work for the TAS recon iguration in the decentralized
(fully distributed) model. Our current proposed architec‑
ture generally follows the steps enumerated below and il‑
lustrated in Fig. 3. Our description focuses on the addi‑
tions to the design of RAP over LRP, e.g., TAS slot compu‑
tation/reservations.
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1. At each egress port (Port Identi ier, PID), the TSN
switch maintains a local stream registration table
that includes information, such as low ID, gateway
(i.e., the irst bridge that a talker is connected to),
destination address(es), the traf ic injection rate per
GCL cycle time, and the calculated port bandwidth
requirement. The traf ic injection rate is not com‑
puted, rather the traf ic injection rate is reported
by the source (talker) to the network devices. It
mainly indicates the bandwidth requirements of a
stream. Bandwidth for a bridge egress port needed
for a stream is computed using the ST injection rate
(or ST rate), the average packet size, and the bridge
TAS timing con iguration (e.g., the CT and current
traf ic class slot time). This information is carried
and communicated between bridges using the CDT
packet type identi ier (or message type).

2. A source (talker) can send a stream transmission re‑
quest, i.e., a CDT message of type Stream Transmis‑
sion Request, to register its stream and to use the
TSN service for ST.

3. Each switch maintains a resource manager mod‑
ule for each port. If the newly incoming stream
is accepted (due to available resources and TAS
slot space). The TAS slot size for a speci ic traf‑
ic class is governed by the CT and traf ic class gat‑
ing ratio (in time). The TAS ST slot can be con ig‑
ured/recon igured according to stream requests and
terminations. The stream registration message is
then propagated towards the next switch, and a map
ismaintained for the stream (and any other streams)
pending approval.

4. If accepted by the last switch, then the stream reg‑
istration record is added to the local stream registra‑
tion table, and bandwidth resources are allocated for
the stream and TAS slot space is modi ied (if neces‑
sary) on the reverse path. The main reason for allo‑
cating the resources in the reverse path is as follows.
If we allocate the resources in the forward direction
but a switch in the next hop rejects the stream (due
to lack of resources), then we have to release the re‑
sources reserved earlier for the stream. Therefore,
we avoid the allocation until all hops provide assur‑
ance that the stream will be accommodated.

5. Each switch receiving the pending registration mes‑
sage adds the stream record to its local table, al‑
locates the necessary resources and TAS slot reser‑
vation, and propagates the registration message to‑
wards the source gateway.

6. The source gateway receives the pending stream
registration message and similarly allocates the re‑
sources and inally sends an approval granted mes‑
sage towards the source, which prompts the source
to start sending data in the next available TAS cycle.

4.1 Core components
This section outlines the main components required to
successfully implement stream admission control and re‑
source reservation within switches that support the TAS
traf ic shaper in a distributed fashion. Fig. 4 illustrates the
typical registration/reservation procedure for all streams
within the TSN domain.

4.1.1 Admission control
The admission control element extracts the necessary in‑
formation from the CDT packet and forwards the infor‑
mation according to the CDT type. The switch forward‑
ing mechanism applies several steps to accurately decide
whether to accept or reject the stream transmission re‑
quest. Note that the stream transmission request cor‑
responds to a CDT request. The switch consults the re‑
source manager module to check if enough resources
(bandwidth) is available for the new stream. In particular,
a given stream’s bandwidth requirement is calculated by
multiplying the ST injection rate with the average packet
size and dividing by the current ST slot size. Note that
the traf ic class TAS slot time is the time during which the
TAS gate is open to transmit frames belonging to the con‑
sidered class. Also note that all GCEs are executed dur‑
ing each CT. If the CT is smaller than the aggregate of the
GCEs, then we need to either increase the CT or reject
streams that cause the exceedance of the CT.

4.1.2 Flow scheduling
This element currently takes the Time‑Aware Shaper
into consideration. Due to the TAS’s requirements
on time synchronization between network components
(switches, hosts, etc.), all switches/hosts follow the TAS
GCL timescale cycle time (e.g., 50 𝜇s). Depending on the
number of supported traf ic classes, the TAS cycle time
can be divided into appropriate slots for each traf ic class
load. TheTASCT is dividedamongall the traf ic classes (in
our evaluation model, we consider two traf ic classes, BE
and ST). Currently, in our evaluations, the CT is initially
prede ined to 50 microseconds. Note that the CT could
be changed/con igured dynamically. The dynamic adap‑
tation of the CTwith respect to new stream additions, ap‑
plication speci ications, or other events is a topic for fu‑
ture research.

4.1.3 Stream registration table
In our evaluations, stream creation follows a Poisson pro‑
cesswith a prescribed streamgeneration rate𝜋. Different
scenarioswith varyingmean stream lifetimes (durations)
enable analysis of how recon iguration works in multiple
settings. The stream registration table contains the char‑
acteristics of the source streams that are established for
the corresponding bridge egress port. Each record gets
populated (if accepted) on the reverse path taken by the
stream’s registrationmessage (after reaching the destina‑
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Fig. 4 – The main logical steps performed by each switch along the stream’s path are shown to apply stream registration and reservation. Each switch
generally waits for an event (addition, removal, or pending) for each stream. For instance, a stream removal is usually based on the resource utilization
time (stream lifetime) that was speci ied at stream establishment. The bridges that allocated resources for the stream can remove the stream after the
stream lifetime has expired. For the cases of stream addition or pending, the event is the CDT message received (whether in the forward or reverse
direction). Towards completing ( inalizing, con irming) a stream reservation (registration), the pending event is the event when a CDT message is
received in the reverse direction where each switch (not the last switch) waits for the approval (con irmation of reservation) of the next‑hop switch.

tion switch).

4.1.4 Traf ic shaper — Time‑Aware Shaper
(TAS)

The TAS is the main shaping and scheduling mechanism
that controls the gating schedules for all the traf ic classes
within the TSN domain. All bridges are synchronized
to the same gating schedule GCL CT that is initially pre‑
de ined by the network administrator. Ideally, we want
the CT to be large enough for all streams from all traf‑
ic classes to be accommodated and short enough that all
streams meet their delay requirements. In our current
evaluations, the CT is prede ined at 50 microseconds.

4.1.5 Recon iguration calculus
The recon iguration (dynamic con iguration) of the TAS
schedules (switch GCL/GCE) for each egress port is dy‑
namically invoked according to two principle events, 𝑖)
adding a newstream, and 𝑖𝑖) removing an existing stream.
The switch’s gating ratio (for a particular stream belong‑
ing to a de ined traf ic class) reports certain parame‑
ters (e.g., packet injection rate, maximum packet size, la‑
tency requirement, deadline, and application response
time) which are then used to check if enough slot time
is available (which corresponds to attempting bandwidth
reservation). In the event that no slots are available,
the GCE slot size is recomputed (according to the reg‑
istered stream properties within the registration table),

generally by allocating more resources from BE Traf ic.
The stream lifetime is reported by the source to the net‑
work as User/Network Information (UNI). Each UNI is
propagated by each switch along the path which allows
the switch to register the stream and store the stream’s
resource utilization time (stream lifetime) among other
critical information. Any information pertaining to the
UNI of a stream is recorded in the stream registration ta‑
ble. In termsofGCEs forTASwith the support of STandBE
traf ic classes, only two GCEs within a GCL (1/0 (ST/BE)
for the irst entry and 0/1 (BE/ST) for the second entry)
are necessary with a total of three outbound queues for
each egress channel port in a TSN switch; two queues for
each traf ic class (ST and BE), and another queue for CDT
traf ic (signaling traf ic).
Upon initialization, each switch allocates 20% of the CT to
ST traf ic, and BE traf ic is initially allocated the remain‑
ing 80% of the CT. These initial settings are chosen ar‑
bitrarily to start up the network system. As streams get
registered, the ST slot time is recomputed (according to
the stream packet size, ST injection rate, and current slot
time). If the stream is the irst stream to the switch, then
the ST slot size is set at aminimum to 11% (aminimumof
1% step size for the added ST low plus the minimum ST
partition of 10%) of the CT. Thus, as ST streams are ad‑
mitted and exit the system, the ST vs. BE allocation is dy‑
namically adapted in the recon iguration scenarios. The
minimum step size of 1% of the CT is considered so as to
limit the adaption granularity to a reasonable level. Note
that the ST to BE slot size (or gating ratio) is limited to
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Fig. 5 – Industrial control loop topology [36]: Each source generates
stream data with varying hop counts and packet rates unidirectionally
or bidirectionally across the six switches ultimately destined to a sink

10%and90% for the lower andupper limits, respectively.
The main reasoning behind this design choice is to avoid
any starvation of lower priority traf ic.

4.1.6 Path computation

While a path computation module is fundamentally nec‑
essary in any switch (in a decentralized/distributed net‑
work), we de ine static shortest path routing tables
for destination addresses and associated ports on each
switch. Essentially, we assume a procedure to compute
paths, i.e., we assume that there is a path computation
module, e.g., Path Computation Engine (PCE), that is used
in both centralized and distributed con iguration models
(the path computation can be accelerated with hardware
modules [47,70,83], if needed). Wemake this assumption
to simplify operations and place emphasis on the TAS re‑
con iguration technique.

4.1.7 Network resource table

To remove certain overheads of the con iguration pro‑
cedure, the network resource table operates in tandem
with the streamregistration table to accurately determine
the required network resources (mainly bandwidth for
our traf ic model) per switch egress port. The network
resource table classi ies streams based on periodic and
sporadic stream properties, though currently our focus
is on periodic ST streams. Any stream that has been ap‑
proved by a switch has an associated record in the net‑
work resource table, located within each switch, which
can be called to compute and store current and remain‑
ing link/port loads for each switch. Each egress port has
a network resource table.

Table 1 – Simulation parameters

Key Symbol Value
Simulation Dura‑
tion

𝑆𝑖𝑚limit 100 seconds

Initialized Cycle
Time

𝐺𝐶𝐿𝐶𝑇 50 𝜇s

Initialized Gating
Ratio

𝑆𝑇 𝑅
init 20% (i.e., 10 𝜇s)

Average Streams
per Second

𝜋 1 − 20

Average stream du‑
ration

𝜏 2 − 5 seconds

BE Traf ic Intensity 𝜌𝐿 0.1, 1.0, 2.0 Gbps
(580 byte packets)

ST sources 𝑆 6
Queue Size 𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 512 KB

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 System overview and simulation setup
This section explains the simulation setup and model.
Furthermore, the topology and simulation scenarios will
be presented. Throughout, we employ the OMNet++ [86]
simulation environment. For each evaluation for a given
set of parameters, we conduct 5 independent simulation
replications; each replication simulates the network for
20 seconds. The widths of the resulting 95% con idence
intervals are smaller than 5% of the corresponding sam‑
ple means and are therefore omitted from the plots to
avoid clutter.

5.1.1 Network model

The network topology is modeled around an industrial
control loop topology that consists of six core switches in
a ring topology. In the case of the centralized model, a
CNC is used with out‑of‑band connections to each of the
core switches; while in the distributed approach, the sig‑
naling is in‑band and can interferewith data traf icwithin
theTSNdomain, as shown in Fig. 5. Each switch‑to‑switch
link operates as a full‑duplex Ethernet link with a capac‑
ity (transmissionbitrate)𝑅 = 1Gbps. Each switch canact
as a gateway for a number of traf ic sources and one sink.
The distance between two successive switches along the
ring is ixed to 100 m and the switch‑to‑switch propaga‑
tion delay is set accordingly to 0.5 𝜇s. The out‑of‑band
connections have exactly the same con igurations as the
normal full‑duplex Ethernet links in the data plane, i.e.,
the same bitrate and propagation delay. All switches are
con igured to use 802.1Qbv TAS as the traf ic shaper for
each switch‑to‑switch egress port whose low schedule
(STgating ratio and cycle time) is con iguredby theCNC in
the centralized (hybrid) model and independently in the
decentralized (fully distributed)model. For all simulation
runs, the ST slot size is initialized to 20% of the CT. For
the operation without recon iguration, the ST slot size is
kept at 20% of the CT; whereas, for the operation with re‑
con iguration, the ST slot size is dynamically recomputed
when the irst stream transmission request arrives.
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5.1.2 Traf ic model
We consider periodic (pre‑planned) traf ic for the ST traf‑
ic and sporadic (random) Poisson traf ic for the BE traf‑
ic. To emulate dynamic conditions in the network, we
employ several distributed ST sources that generate 𝜋 ST
streams according to the network and traf ic parameters
shown in Table 1. The stream generation follows a Pois‑
son process with a prescribed mean rate of 𝜋 generated
streams per second. We refer to the stream generation
rate 𝜋 also as the streammean rate 𝜋. Each ST stream in‑
jects one packet of size 64 bytes per cycle. A destination
address is assigned by the number of switch‑to‑switch
hops. A given stream that has been generated at the traf‑
ic source attached to a givenTSN switch is destined to the
traf ic sinks at the other ive TSN switches with a uniform
probability of 1/5. Furthermore, at stream creation, each
stream is given a start time (usually the current runtime),
and a inish time according to a stream lifetime (dura‑
tion) that follows the exponential distribution with mean
𝜏 . The exponential stream lifetime is considered as call
level dynamics in communication networks often follow
Poisson process dynamics, i.e., exponential call lifetimes.
As TSN networks become more commonly deployed, it
will be important to verify the stream lifetime dynamics
through real systemmeasurements.
We consider admission as the completion of the reserva‑
tion of the network resources for the low from the source
node to the destination node. Each source is attached to
a core TSN switch gateway ( irst hop switch). While the
TSN switches operate with time synchronization, the ST
sources (outside the TSN domain) do not need to be syn‑
chronized. However, note that the ST traf ic follows an
isochronous traf ic class, as speci ied by IEC/IEEE 60802,
whereby the sources are synchronized with the network
after stream registration is completed. In particular, the
ST sources inject the ST traf ic in just‑in‑time fashion, i.e.,
the transmission of the ST packets out of a source starts
at the instant of the start of the ST transmission slot at
the switch that is directly attached to the source. Pack‑
ets are time stamped for the packet delay measurement
at the time instant when the packet transmission out of
the source commences.

5.2 Centralized (hybrid) model evaluation
In evaluating the proposed solution described in Sec‑
tion 3, we consider both periodic ST traf ic and sporadic
BE traf ic, as described in Section 5.1.2. We evaluated
the CNC with TAS shaper on the industrial control loop
for the unidirectional and bidirectional topologies and re‑
sults are collected for the simulationparameters shown in
Table 1.

5.2.1 Unidirectional ring topology
Fig. 6 shows the average mean delay for ST traf ic and for
BE traf ic for the centralized unidirectional ring topolo‑
gies. The average delays are generally short and stable
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Fig. 6 – Centralized (Hybrid) Unidirectional Topology: Mean end‑to‑end
delay for ST and BE traf ic for mean stream durations 𝜏 = 2 and 𝜏 =
5 seconds under different BE loads 𝜌𝐿 , and ST stream rates 𝜋.

for both BE and ST traf ic. Since the CNC manages the ST
traf ic streams and therefore guarantees the bandwidth
rates needed across the stream’s path, the ST delays are
less than 100 𝜇s for all average stream durations 𝜏 . The
ST streams with recon iguration at the CNC experience
higher delays than for the no recon iguration scenarios
sincewe essentially pushmore ST traf ic into the network
which increases the queuing delay. BE traf ic experiences
much higher delays than ST. With the no recon iguration
approach, the BE traf ic delay is nearly constant since the
gating ratio is left unchanged. The BE mean delay in‑
creases dramatically (up to 21 ms) with recon iguration
since the accepted ST streams tend to consume the full
permitted 90% of the CT, leaving only very limited trans‑
mission resources for BE traf ic.
As mentioned in the introduction section, TSN needs to
limit themaximumdelay in order to deterministically for‑
ward traf ic across a TSN domain. Fig. 7 shows the maxi‑
mum delay for the ST traf ic. We observe from Fig. 7 that
for the unidirectional ring topology with a maximum of
ive hop streams, the maximum delay for the recon ig‑
uration approach is below 0.11 ms. On the other hand,
for the “no recon iguration” approach, the maximum de‑
lay is below 60𝜇s due to lower frame residence time on
each switch; however, recon iguration increases the ad‑
mission of ST streams as examined next in Fig 8. TAS
in conjunction with the CNC registration and reservation
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procedure provide a prescribed bandwidth share of the
egress port using time division multiplexing. With our
empirically chosen parameters, the maximum delays is
capped to approximately 100𝜇s which is suitable for the
considered topology and time‑critical ST traf ic that re‑
quires less than 1 ms of delay.
While QoS metrics are important, another factor that de‑
termines the performance gains is the admission ratio
for the system. Fig. 8 shows the stream admission ratio
for both recon iguration and no recon iguration. In gen‑
eral, each generated stream needs a data rate of about
11.5 Mbps for a 50𝜇s CT (which corresponds to approx‑
imately 45𝜇s of maximum ST slot size since we permit ST
traf ic to take up at most 90% of the CT) for each egress
port on the stream’s path with 1 packet injected by an
ST per CT and a ixed packet size of 64 B. With an egress
port channel capacity of 𝑅 = 1 Gbps, approximately
86 streams can be accommodated. Compared to the “no
recon iguration” approach, the recon iguration approach
signi icantly improves the admission rates at the expense
of higher BE traf ic delays, since the ST slot borrows BE
time slots to accommodate the ST streams. We also note
that increasing the maximum ST allocation above 90%
would increase the ST stream admission ratio, at the ex‑
pense of starving the BE traf ic.
CDT traf ic that requests transmission guarantees from
the CNC experiences some delay before being either ad‑
mitted or rejected. Since the control plane is out‑of band
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from the data plane within the TSN domain, the delay is
constant (around 4 𝜇s) throughout the simulation run.
Stream registration and reservation introduce some con‑
trol plane overhead. Fig. 9 shows the signaling overhead.
More speci ically, the overhead is measured as the signal‑
ing traf ic rate inMbit/s at the CNC for both incoming and
outgoing control (CDT) traf ic. Generally, the recon igu‑
ration introducesmore signaling overhead; however, Eth‑
ernet generally has large bandwidths, thus the CDT traf ic
rates are minuscule compared to the link capacities. Fur‑
thermore, when 𝜏 = 2, we observe higher signaling over‑
head due to accepting larger numbers of streams (rejec‑
tions are inexpensive compared to acceptance) both with
and without recon iguration.
Fig. 10 shows the average throughput measured at the
sink for ST traf ic. We observe from Fig. 10 that the recon‑
iguration substantially increases the throughput com‑
pared to the no recon iguration scenario. Typically, the
throughput is more than doubled by the recon iguration.
To examine the reliability performance, Fig. 11 shows the
BE packet loss ratio for mid and high BE traf ic loads 𝜌𝐿;
we omitted the low BE traf ic load which has negligible
losses. Since the CNC manages only ST streams, the TSN
guarantees (which include zero packet loss since retrans‑
missions are in general too expansive for ST traf ic) are
only valid for ST streams. As the ST traf ic load increases
in the recon iguration scenario, the BE packet loss in‑
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Fig. 11 – Centralized Unidirectional Topology: BE frame loss ratio for
TAS with centralized con iguration (CNC) management.

creases. For the “no recon iguration” approach, the BE
packet loss is typically constant even for high loads of BE
traf ic.

For a benchmark comparison of the TSN effectiveness,
and speci ically TAS, we conducted additional evaluations
for the scenario in Fig. 6 without the TSN slot reservation,
admission control, and TAS scheduling. Speci ically, we
considered an ST stream mean generation rate of 1–20
streams per second with a mean lifetime 𝜏 = 5 seconds
with the mid and high BE traf ic loads of 𝜌𝐿 = 1.0 Gbps
and 2.0 Gbps. We employed strict priority scheduling at
each switch without any TSN slot reservation, i.e., each
switch output port schedules and transmits all ST packets
before any BE packets. We outline three main observa‑
tions for the unidirectional ring topology. First, while the
mean delays were generally very low for ST traf ic (34–
55 𝜇s for the low traf ic load range 𝜋 = 1 to 5 ST streams
per second), the priority scheduling of the ST packets can
severely starve the low‑priority BE traf ic (for the high
𝜌𝐿 = 2.0 Gbps BE load, the mean BE packet delays in‑
crease from aminimumof 15ms to amaximumof around
0.1 s as the ST load increases from 1 to 20 streams per
second; whereas, with TSN, themeanBE packet delays in‑
crease from around 10 ms to 21 ms, which is outside the
plotted range of Fig. 6(b)). Additionally, compared to TSN,
the maximum delays and jitter increase more strongly as
the BE and ST loads increase (the ST maximum packet
delays range from 34 𝜇s to 20 ms; while, with the TSN

operation, the ST maximum packet delays hover around
55–101 𝜇s, see Fig. 7). This stronger increase of the max‑
imum ST packet delays is a result of the BE packet traf‑
ic interfering with the ST packet traf ic due to the lack
of TAS operation. In particular, ST packets are blocked
from transmission during an ongoing transmission of a
580 byte BE packet (as we considered non‑preemptive
priority scheduling). Second, since no admission control
based on TSN slot reservation is used, congestion arises
for ST traf ic loads of 𝜋 = 6 to 20 ST streams per second,
causing high mean and maximum delays for both ST and
BE traf ic. Third, due to the congestion, packet drops oc‑
cur at high ST loads for both ST and BE packet traf ic. We
alsonote that sinceno signaling traf ic is used, thepriority
scheduling benchmark without TSN operation provides a
performance reference for both the centralized and the
decentralized TSN model.
Overall, we conclude that the proposed centralized (hy‑
brid) recon iguration approach provides a means to en‑
sure that dynamically varying numbers of ST streams are
accommodated as permitted by the available link capacity
in the unidirectional ring network. However, the unidi‑
rectional ring network does not involve any distinct rout‑
ing choices towards the destination. In order to examine
the performance of the proposed centralized recon igu‑
ration in a network with different routing paths, we next
consider the operation of the ring network topology as a
bidirectional ring network.

5.2.2 Bidirectional ring topology
The unidirectional ring topology certainly simpli ies the
calculation of the ST slot window in the recon iguration.
In order to examine whether the proposed centralized
(hybrid) recon iguration approach can ef iciently utilize
the higher capacity of a more complex network with mul‑
tiple routing options, we examine the bidirectional ring
network. In the bidirectional ring network, each two‑port
switch has now two paths to the destination. We em‑
ploy shortest path routing according to the hop count. We
set the edge link (source to irst ring switch and last ring
switch to sink) capacities to 2Gbps to avoid congestion on
the edge links (which the CNC does not control).
Fig. 12 shows the average mean ST and BE packet delay
for different stream lifetimes 𝜏 . Compared to the unidi‑
rectional topology (see Fig. 6), the bidirectional signi i‑
cantly reduces the packet delay since an extra port with
full‑duplex link support now provides extra capacity to
service streams giving more slot reservations to BE even
at high ST stream loads.
Fig. 13 shows themaximum ST packet delays for the bidi‑
rectional ring topologywith CNC.We observe fromFig. 13
in comparison with the corresponding maximum packet
delayplot for theunidirectional ring inFig. 7, that thebidi‑
rectional topology with con iguration gives higher maxi‑
mum packet delays, which is mainly due to the substan‑
tially increasing ST stream acceptance, as examined next
in Fig 14. The “no recon iguration” keeps the ST slot size
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Fig. 12 – Centralized Bidirectional Topology: Mean end‑to‑end delay
for ST and BE traf ic for varied mean stream lifetime 𝜏 for different BE
loads 𝜌𝐿 , and ST stream rates 𝜋.
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Fig. 13 – Centralized Bidirectional Topology: Maximum ST packet delay
for TAS with centralized con iguration (CNC) management.

at the initialized value (20% of CT, i.e., 10 𝜇s), resulting in
a constant maximum delay of around 50 𝜇s, albeit at the
expense of rather low admission rates, see Fig 14.
Fig. 14 shows the stream admission ratio (percentage).
With the high stream generation rate 𝜋 = 20 streams/s
and long average stream lifetime 𝜏 = 5 s, the admission
rate is still slightly above 90% for the bidirectional topol‑
ogywith CNC recon iguration. The bidirectional ring thus
achieves a substantially increased (close to 50% higher)
admission rate compared to the unidirectional ring exam‑
ined in Fig. 8. In contrast, the increases of the admission
ratio of the no recon iguration approach with the bidirec‑
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Fig. 15 – Centralized Bidirectional Topology: Average stream signaling
overhead for TAS with centralized con iguration (CNC) management.

tional ring compared to the unidirectional ring are more
modest (roughly 20%). This is mainly because the initial‑
ized gating ratio is too restrictive and severely underuti‑
lizes the links. We found in additional evaluations that
are not includeddue to space constraints that different BE
loads 𝜌𝐿 do not impact the ST stream performance due to
the TAS operation, i.e., TAS effectively partitions the traf‑
ic at the egress switch/port (BE traf ic does not block ST
traf ic).
Similar to the unidirectional ring, the bidirectional
ring topology provides constant signaling delay (around
3.5 𝜇s) due to theCNCout‑of band signaling channels. The
average signaling delay is slightly lower than in the unidi‑
rectional ring (which had a signaling delay around 4 𝜇s),
mainly since the signaling hop distances in the bidirec‑
tional ring are shorter than in the unidirectional ring.
Fig. 15 shows the signaling overhead. Since the bidirec‑
tional ring topology is effectively the same as the uni‑
directional ring topology (albeit having another port to
the switch), the signaling overhead in the bidirectional
ring network is in general very similar to the signaling
overhead in the unidirectional topology. Note that while
the hop traversal is reduced (since the stream can take
one of two paths to the destination governed by short‑
est path, i.e., the smallest hop count), the number of sent
and received CDT frames are generally the same. Simi‑
lar to the unidirectional topology, the recon iguration ap‑
proach generates more CDT traf ic. Note that admissions
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are in general more costly in terms of sent and received
CDT frames in the network. Therefore, the higher the ad‑
mission rate, the more overhead is observed in the con‑
trol plane, though based on Fig. 15, the overall overhead is
well below 1 Mbps and therefore is minuscule compared
to the channel capacity. We also observe from Fig. 15 that
the results for different stream lifetimes 𝜏 differ only very
slightly since for any 𝜏 value, almost all the streams are
accepted, generating the same total overhead.
Fig. 16 shows the average overall throughputmeasured at
the ST sinks for the bidirectional ring topology. Compared
to the unidirectional ring (see Fig. 10), the throughput for
the bidirectional ring is much higher, typically increased
by a factor of two.
Similar to the unidirectional ring topology, the bidirec‑
tional topology achieves zero loss for ST streams while
signi icantly reducing the BE packet loss rate. Fig. 17
shows the BE packet loss ratio for the bidirectional ring
network. The maximum BE loss for the high BE traf ic in‑
tensity 𝜌𝐿 = 2.0 is around 30% which is a signi icant re‑
duction from the unidirectional topology (of around 90%,
see Fig. 11).
In contrast to the unidirectional topology, the bidirec‑
tional topology with central (hybrid) CNC recon igura‑
tion achieves improved QoS metrics and admission rates.
Overall, the ST traf ic throughput is typically doubled in
the bidirectional ring network compared to the unidirec‑
tional ring network. We can thus conclude that our pro‑
posed centralized (hybrid) CNC recon iguration can effec‑
tively utilize the higher capacity provided by the bidirec‑
tional ring network for dynamic ST traf ic, with random
ST low generations and random ST low lifetimes.

5.3 Decentralized model evaluation
Analogous to the centralized (hybrid) recon iguration
evaluation, we evaluate our proposed decentralized re‑
con iguration from Section 4 with both periodic ST traf‑
ic and sporadic (random) BE traf ic, as speci ied in Sec‑
tion 5.1.2. As before, we evaluate the network with TAS
shaper on the industrial control loop unidirectional and
bidirectional topology and collect results for the simula‑
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Fig. 17 – Centralized Bidirectional Topology: BE frame loss ratio for TAS
with centralized con iguration (CNC) management.

tion parameters shown in Table.1.

5.3.1 Unidirectional ring topology
The decentralized model essentially transfers some of
the CNC functions (e.g., TAS recon iguration and resource
reservation modules) from the centralized model down
to the TAS enabled egress ports of the TSN switches in the
data plane. The main difference between the centralized
and decentralized models is the signaling performance
which is now in‑band and can affect data traf ic. In addi‑
tional evaluations that are not included due to space con‑
straints, we have found that with the in‑band CDT traf ic
in the decentralized model, the average ST and BE packet
delays are about the same as the centralized model in
Fig. 6. Typically, the ST stream’s average delay is mini‑
mal to near constant for both the recon iguration and “no
recon iguration” approaches. For BE, the “no recon igura‑
tion” approach produces constant average delay for each
BE 𝜌𝐿 traf ic intensity.
Fig. 18 shows the maximum ST packet delay for the uni‑
directional ring network using the decentralized model.
In contrast to the average ST packet delay, the maximum
delay is affected by the in‑band CDT traf ic. In the decen‑
tralized model, the CDT traf ic is given the highest prior‑
ity above both ST and BE traf ic. Therefore, themaximum
delays can reach about 150 𝜇s, which is somewhat higher
than for the centralized recon iguration in Fig. 7, but still
well below 1 ms.
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The stream admission rate for the decentralized model is
very similar to the centralized model (see Fig. 8) and is
not displayed in detail due to space constraints. Fig. 19
shows the signaling delay for ST stream registration in the
decentralizedmodel. In contrast to the centralizedmodel,
the decentralizedmodel’s in‑band CDT traf ic implies var‑
ied stream signaling delays. As the streams generation
rate 𝜋 increases, the overall average signaling delay de‑
creases which is due to the increased rejections as more
streams attempt to request network resources. In the de‑
centralized model, a rejection by an intermediate bottle‑
necked switch implies a termination of the reservation at‑
tempt and a noti ication to any previous pending stream
records to cancel the potential reservation and eventually
notify the source of the rejection. If this rejection happens
closer to the source, then the average signaling delay will
be shorter compared to a stream acceptance. In general,
the average stream signaling delay is on the order of mi‑
croseconds which is reasonable for most industrial con‑
trol systems applications.
Generally, the decentralized model produced greater sig‑
naling overhead than the centralized model (cf. Fig. 9)
since CDT traf ic is measured at each data switch traf ic
port for incoming and outgoing as shown in Fig. 20. Anal‑
ogous to the signaling delay, the more ST streams are ac‑
cepted, the more overhead is observed. Therefore, as the
stream lifetime 𝜏 increases and consequently, the more
rejections occur, the lower the overhead. Overall, the
comparison of the signaling overhead for the decentral‑
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Fig. 20 –DecentralizedUnidirectional Topology: StreamSignalingOver‑
head for TAS.

ized model in Fig. 20 with the centralized model in Fig. 9
indicates that the decentralization increases the signaling
overhead by over two orders of magnitude. However, the
aggregate signaling overhead bitrate in the decentralized
model is still below 20 Mbps and thus below 2% of the
1 Gbps link capacity.
Throughput results are generally the same when com‑
pared to the unidirectional centralized model (cf. Fig. 10)
and are therefore omitted. Similarly, the packet loss rate
is nearly similar to the unidirectional centralized model
(cf. Fig. 11). However, the unidirectional topologywith ei‑
ther the centralized or decentralized approach generally
gets bottlenecked at lower traf ic loads compared to the
bidirectional ringnetwork. Therefore, BE traf ic suffers as
more ST streams request TAS slot reservations. We next
examine the bidirectional ring network for decentralized
operation to determine how the BE traf ic performance
can be improved while maintaining the ST traf ic perfor‑
mance.

5.3.2 Bidirectional ring topology
For the bidirectional topology using the decentralized
model we found that the in‑band CDT traf ic affects the
data traf ic similar to the decentralized unidirectional
model, i.e., maximum ST packet delay is somewhat in‑
creased while the mean ST packet delay is essentially un‑
changed. As the ST stream lifetime 𝜏 is increased, i.e., the
number of ST streams at any time increases, the BE slots
are reallocated to ST streams which increases the mean
BE packet delay which is similar to the centralized model
(cf. Fig. 12) and is therefore omitted.
Fig. 21 shows themaximumSTpacket delay. While the re‑
con iguration approach looks very similar to the central‑
izedmodel (cf. Fig. 13), theno recon iguration approach is
affected by the in‑band CDT traf ic which raises the maxi‑
mum ST packet delay in some no recon iguration scenar‑
ios to around 100 𝜇s.
The admission rate is exactly the same as for the central‑
ized model (cf. Fig. 14). Fig. 22 shows the average signal‑
ing delay for ST stream registration. Similar to the unidi‑
rectional topology, the mean signaling delay starts to de‑
crease as the load increases due to higher rejections.
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Fig. 22 – Decentralized Bidirectional Topology: Average stream signal‑
ing delay for TAS.

We found that the stream signaling overheadwith the de‑
centralized bidirectional model is similar to the decen‑
tralized unidirectional model (cf. Fig. 20), albeit slightly
lower due to the shorter signaling hop counts in the bidi‑
rectional ring network.
While omitted for space, additional evaluations have
found that the throughput of the bidirectional decentral‑
ized model is nearly identical to the centralized model.
We observed only very slightly reduced throughput with
the decentralized model compared to the centralized
model since the decentralized model carries the control
traf ic in‑band, which very slightly reduces the link uti‑
lization for data traf ic.
Similar to all the preceding models and topologies, ST
streams have zero traf ic drops. The BE packet loss rates
for the decentralized bidirectional model are nearly iden‑
tical to the centralized bidirectional model. Similarly, the
overall performance is largely improved under the bidi‑
rectional topology compared to the unidirectional model
due to the additional port and path.
The decentralized model was found to operate nearly
identically to the centralized model in terms of QoS met‑
rics and overall admission rate. Thus, the segregation of
traf ic based on the class of service can be accomplished
with the proposed decentralizedmodel without the over‑
head complexities of a CNC node. A main disadvantage of
the decentralized model is the in‑band CDT traf ic which
can delay ST streams, particularly affecting themaximum

ST packet delays. A potential workaround to explore in
future research is to service all the ST streams irst, and
then service CDT frames before servicing the BE traf ic,
though this might lead to additional signaling delays de‑
pending on the ST load.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The IEEE 802.1Qcc framework and the 802.1Qbv traf‑
ic shaper enable the implementation of a deterministic
forwarding plane that provides strict bandwidth guaran‑
tees to ST lows without any low or congestion control
mechanism at the source. Using an automated network
con iguration is an imperative tool set to provide a uni‑
ied communication platform based on commercial of the
shelf (COTS) full‑duplex Ethernet with high bandwidth
and low complexity compared to Controller Area Net‑
works (CANs), Local Interconnect Networks (LINs), and
specialized ield‑buses in industrial control system appli‑
cations (e.g., industrial control, automotive, and avionics).
Network designs based on the IEEE 802.1Qcc framework
and the 802.1Qbv traf ic shaper can form a contract with
the source to forward mission critical traf ic and to auto‑
mate the network con iguration process using 802.1Qcc
for the full lifetime of the stream. Additionally, depending
on the forwarding plane port traf ic shaper (e.g., TAS), the
required schedules can be passed to the switch servers
using general user/network information protocols (e.g.,
TLV, NETCONF/Yang, and SNMP).
In this paper, we have investigated the impact of TAS
recon igurations in response to dynamic network con‑
ditions, i.e., the addition and removal of transient ST
streams ( lows) with different lifetimes. We have demon‑
strated the effectiveness of TASwith andwithout the CNC,
i.e., for centralized (hybrid) vs. decentralized (fully dis‑
tributed) models. We have examined network QoS traf ic
characteristics when admitting ST lows based on an iter‑
ative heuristic approach that computes TAS schedules for
current and newly requested ST streams.
Based on the insights from the present study we out‑
line the following future research directions. First, it
would be interesting to judiciously change the GCL time
for switches during recon iguration whilst satisfying QoS
requirements. The studied recon iguration techniques
should also be examined in alternate approaches for pro‑
vidingdeterministicQoS, e.g., [61,81] aswell as in the con‑
text of related QoS oriented routing approaches, e.g. [17,
37].
Another interesting future research direction is to adapt
the recon iguration mechanisms that have been devel‑
oped in this study to the interactions between TSN and
ifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems
that operate with Ultra‑Reliable Low‑Latency Communi‑
cation (URLLC). A few recent studies have begun to ex‑
plore the use of TSN in the 5GURLLC context, see e.g., [28,
45, 52, 71], indicating signi icant potential for improving
5G URLLC services by exploiting TSN. The TSN recon ig‑
uration mechanisms developed in this study can poten‑
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tially help in lexibly providing high‑quality 5G URLLC
services for varying traf ic dynamics. Similarly, TSN re‑
con iguration may aid low‑latency real‑time services in
future WiFi networks, which may incorporate TSN, see
e.g., [5,14,35].
In the wider context of QoS networking and related ap‑
plications, deterministic networking should be examined
in the context of emerging multiple‑access edge comput‑
ing (MEC) [21, 33, 58, 82], in particular MEC settings for
low‑latency applications [23, 90, 94]. As an alternative
approach to coordinating the recon igurations, emerg‑
ing softwarized control and virtualization paradigms can
be explored [7, 13, 19, 20, 44, 56, 75, 78]. Regarding the
reliability aspects, a potential future research direction
is to explore low‑latency network coding mechanisms,
e.g., [4, 18, 24, 32, 54, 55, 69], to enhance networking pro‑
tocols targeting reliable low‑latency communication.
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